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Abstract. Industry 4.0 entails the digitization of the shopfloor operations
combining technologies such as internet of things-enabled sensing, cyber-
physical systems, data analytics, augmented reality, and wearable devices and
robots that transform the manufacturing environment into a workplace of
human-machine interactive symbiosis. With the digitization of the manufac-
turing environment, new opportunities emerge concerning performance mea-
surement as new sources of real-time data become available, including data
collated from the operator on the shopfloor. Traditionally, the human dimension
had been disjoint from the situation analysis of shopfloor performance that
drives evidence based decision making. This paper presents the features and
advantages of performance measurement in human-workplace interactive
manufacturing where detailed data on human performance is provided by sen-
sors and utilized to improve the performance goals. The paper is concluded with
a discussion on the impact of context information management for interactive
manufacturing workplaces, as a means of delivering more informed situational
awareness, a critical enabler for human-machine interaction, as well as for
handling complexity in disparate data sources.
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1 Introduction

Performance measurement contributes to identify the deviation from the targets, pro-
vide mechanisms for both top-down and bottom-up communication, and assess the
competitive priorities and operational capacity of the firm [1]. Achieving these func-
tions largely rely on capturing timely and accurate status information from the man-
ufacturing environment composed of a complex ecosystem of processes, workers,
machines, tools, robots, information systems and technologies. Such complexity also
involves uncertainty and flexibility in the manufacturing processes, as well as a degree
of decision-making autonomy on the shop floor, typified as sociotechnical manufac-
turing environments [2, 3]. In today’s industry 4.0 sociotechnical manufacturing
environments, a great deal of real time data can now be captured from machines and
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processes by information systems and technologies such as sensors. Sensorizing the
workers is far behind this digitalization pace due to various reasons, such as lack of
focus on human factor in performance measurement systems and privacy concerns.
However, research indicates that human factor is an important mediator to achieve
good performance results [4, 5]. As such, the correlation between the human perfor-
mance and other performance dimensions should be better understood. Further research
is therefore needed to study how workplaces with sensorized workers capturing
detailed real time human data can be incorporated into performance measurement
systems.

This paper proposes a conceptual framework for sensorized manufacturing envi-
ronment and discusses its impact on performance measurement. A literature review is
conducted, highlighting the scarcity of resources on the influence of industry 4.0
technologies on performance measurement. To the best of our knowledge, the potential
performance impact of sensorizing humans has not been sufficiently discussed previ-
ously. Furthermore, the paper proposes a framework that can be utilized to develop
adaptable and interactive workplaces with enhanced efficiency and worker well-being.

2 Manufacturing Performance Measurement

A manufacturing performance measurement system traditionally focuses on flow ori-
entation with short throughput times and maximizing the internal efficiency in terms of
both financial (e.g. cost) and non-financial measures (e.g. labor productivity) [6].
Alignment of financial and non-financial measures has gained importance with the
introduction of balanced scorecard [7] and its derivations [8]. Many authors argue that
non-financial performance measures have indirect but important impact on financial
performance. One way of realizing the positive influence of non-financial measures on
financial performance is through lean manufacturing practices [4]. This necessitates the
incorporation of human factor into performance measurement frameworks and con-
sideration of human resource-oriented metrics. However, traditional manufacturing
performance measurement systems are criticized as they largely focus on technical
measures and the human factor is largely ignored [9]. The pioneering empirical study
of [5] on 163 plants indicates the necessity of joint optimization of both socially- and
technically-oriented practices for achieving good performance results. Tracking,
measuring, and improving human-oriented performance dimensions such as employee
involvement, training, and information and feedback are closely linked with success in
overall efficiency measures (e.g. productivity) and financial performance [5, 10].
Eliminating production wastes alone does not improve productivity, quality, or delivery
performance, but reveals them [4]. There is need for involving shop-floor employees
through information and actionable feedback to address the root causes of problems. As
such, sociotechnical manufacturing environments require the convergence of social
(e.g. reduced worker accidents, increased skills) and technical (e.g. increased pro-
ductivity and quality) performance dimensions and objectives for optimized and
improved company performance.

Research shows the positive correlation of employing enterprise information sys-
tems in manufacturing with shop floor performance dimensions [11]. Although
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manufacturing technologies and information systems have been utilized to manage and
improve performance, there are still challenges in timely information acquisition and
timely feedback [11]. The recent applications of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies
(e.g. radio frequency Identification tags, embedded computing devices and sensors,
actuators and mobile devices), along with IoT-oriented computing architectures are
providing enablers for addressing such challenges. They are not only enabling more
adaptive and reactive performance measurement systems, but also lead to the evolution
of performance measurement systems by enabling timely information availability and
accessibility. Relatively few recent studies focus on the latter aspect to develop smart
performance measurement systems. Kumaraguru et al. [12] proposes a continuous
performance measurement system integrated with real-time analytics. Hwang et al. [13]
suggested an IoT-based performance management model that define the performance
indicators consistent with the ISA95 automation standard, using manufacturing infor-
mation systems such as MES. However, these studies are at the very early stages and
consider the use of IoT technologies merely on objects and locations such as machines,
production lines, and inventory areas. The focus is mainly on machine-oriented overall
efficiency measures such as OEE, and on minimizing the deviation between targeted
and actual performance. The impact of human performance and the interaction between
different measures is not considered. The next section presents a performance mea-
surement framework for sensorized manufacturing environment, where real time data
can be captured both from humans and machines, enabling involvement of human
factor in performance management frameworks.

3 Performance Measurement in Manufacturing
Environments with Sensorized Workers

In Industry 4.0 manufacturing environments, the human worker can be directly sen-
sorized by wearable devices, yielding more data in addition to what is accessible by
means of information systems that support processes, machines, and robots. This will
permit to assess the worker’s state across multiple dimensions, including satisfaction,
engagement, stress level, capabilities, skill, performance and experience. Motion sen-
sors can detect movement and gestures that contribute to the definition of the psycho-
physiological status. Through wearable devices, workers receive the support to bridge
cognitive gaps they are experiencing. Examples of captured parameters are: breath/
heart rate, skin conductance and movement of relevant body segments. From the
analysis of the signals representing the multiple dimensions, it can be decided if an
immediate action should be taken or if the detected conditions are not so serious as to
require a long-term re-design of the workplace to improve the interaction between
workers and the production system. This can help detecting when deviations occur that
require interventions for physical and cognitive enhancements, making sense regarding
the context if the underlying circumstances and can lead to improving operator per-
formance and wellbeing. Furthermore, the symbiosis between workers and workplaces
will be facilitated, making the interaction between the two comfortable and efficient.
A conceptual framework for such manufacturing environment is depicted in Fig. 1 and
described below.
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The process starts with the capture of signals from different sources, including the
operator on the shopfloor. The collated signals are used to create in the system a
situation awareness of the work being carried out by the worker by means of digital
representation of reality. The system then uses machine learning (e.g.: case based
reasoning or similar approaches) to detect when deviations from the norm, including
potential safety and ergonomics problems or cognitive deficits (e.g. lack of attention,
tiredness, reduction of productivity) of workers are detected. The system triggers
potential short-term interventions that address the nature of a deviation. Two examples
are shown:

• An exoskeleton actuator is used to alleviate the physical stress and thereby mitigate
the tiredness of the worker of handling heavy equipment or/and parts;

• An augmented reality actuator is triggered when signals indicate a decline in their
attention, thus the system will reinforce with visual cues their focus of attention.

The interventions triggered are very context dependent, thus when the system is
unable to find a resolution to an identified deviation with an existing intervention (e.g.:
exoskeleton or augmented reality), the system registers the failure and triggers a long
term intervention where a human stakeholder (e.g.: engineer) is required to use a set of
tools for mining the data collated to determine the root cause of the deviation and
devise a new short-term intervention, alternatively they may redesign the product,
process or workplace. Such human-workplace interactive sensorized manufacturing
environment are suggested to bring the following performance measurement system
improvements:

Successful utilization of proactive leading performance indicators: The quality of
commonly-used indicators (e.g. number of accidents) is questioned since they are
historical in nature, reporting on activities that occurred in the past [9]. Such indicators
are classified as lagging indicators in literature [14]. Lagging indicators are output
oriented and aim to provide a snapshot of analysis of the historical data. Leading
indicators aim to monitor if the tasks are being performed on track and to provide early

Fig. 1. A conceptual framework for sensorized manufacturing environment
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warning signs for taking a proactive action to avoid unwanted events from occurring.
An example of a leading indicator is the frequency of stress peaks of the workers,
which provides a warning for a future work accident. A proactive action in this case
could be taking a break. While leading indicators enable taking corrective actions
towards performance objectives, lagging indicators primarily reveals the performance
results.

Better understanding of causal relationships between measures: There is highly
limited possibility to understand the cause-effect relationships of measures in today’s
performance measurement systems. This is usually done with trial and error approach,
with lack of evidences. Capturing detailed real-time performance information from
workers can also provide evidence-based links between various performance dimen-
sions such as health, productivity, and quality. For example, it can now be better
understood how the stress and fatigue levels of the workers correlates with sickness and
absenteeism. How does the stress level influence the productivity? Is the worker
achieving the daily quote at the cost of his/her health? How is the level of stress the
person is feeling when getting the daily productivity quote? How is the quality
influenced by the stress levels? Better understanding of such causal relationships also
enables better alignment of different performance dimensions and better decisions. For
example, reducing the daily productivity quote to reduce the absenteeism can on the
long run increase productivity.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper focused on the potential impact of employing industry 4.0 technologies,
with emphasis on sensors and wearables, on performance measurement. Considerable
challenges need to be addressed when introducing sensorized solutions for human
performance measurement. First, situational awareness needs to be established, so that
measurements are analysed, and recommendations or action triggers are initiated on the
basis of the right context. Secondly, the complexity and disparity of data sources need
to be managed, filtering out irrelevant data, while reinforcing attention via cues which
are contextually relevant. Finally, concerns regarding the privacy and security of data
related to human activity must be addressed. The latter should be considered at the
design stage and relevant guidelines need to be followed to address privacy issues of
human-centered manufacturing environments for all phases of data lifecycle manage-
ment (Mannhardt et al. [15]). The first two challenges require further research on
context information management, which is now recognized as of high importance in
modern enterprise information systems and as such it is also relevant to the assessment
of human performance in workplaces [16]. The typology of high level context iden-
tified in such information systems, namely user, environment, system, social, and
business/service context is also relevant for human performance measurement. Further
work is nonetheless needed to model this type of application-specific context with a
particular emphasis on ‘User Context’ to capture key elements of human physical and
sentiment situational awareness. For example, detecting worker stress during work
activities has different contextual interpretation depending on the circumstances under
which the worker operates. The context of operating under heavier than usual workload
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and tight constraints is quite different from that of a worker operating under low work
load conditions and therefore any stress detection should be interpreted differently.
Such analysis should then provide further guidance not also regarding the sensorization
choices but also the sensor and context fusion approaches which would be applicable to
performance measurement in sensorized sociotechnical manufacturing environments.
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